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Music CURRICULUM
At Kilburn Junior School, Music is viewed as a way to develop social, physical, spiritual,
cultural and even mathematical skills. A high-quality music education provides children
with a creative outlet to express themselves and work collaboratively alongside peers. A
sound grasp of Music is critical to understanding world cultural and differing time periods.
Without having a sound grasp of Music, children will be denied the freedom of expression,
which can be noted through the arts.

____________________________________________________________________________

INSPIRE CURRICULUM VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES
At the heart of the music curriculum is the Embark Federation Multi-Academy Trust
values. We understand that only through teamwork can we expedite our learning. We
strive for integrity to enable us to reflect honestly on our achievements and our learning
gaps so that we can experience academic success for ourselves.
The music curriculum celebrates the rich culture of the subject and the contributions
made to it by people from all over the world as well as different walks of life. It recognises
that the subject has been developed over time with contributions from all walks of life
for the betterment of all.

Music allows children to demonstrate and develop a multitude of You 22 values:
creativity, independence, inquisitiveness, collaboration, perseverance, self-control,
precision, resilience, communication and positivity

Music is a subject which allows children to develop an understanding of how artists
produce different style of music, how they publisise this and create a living from their
art. Music helps children to work collaboratively and communicate with one another in
order to express their creativity.
Trailblazers can provide children with the opportunity to make instruments out of
natural materials and experiment with the sounds they create. Children are also
provided with the opportunity to create songs which mimic the sounds of nature and to
retell stories through music.

Singing with control
Skills
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

3A I can sing with confidence
and with a wide vocal range.
3B I can begin to sing in tune
3C I can begin to show
awareness of pulse, control
and rhythm
3D With the support of an adult,
I
can identify phrases based on
where I might breathe.
3E I can sing confidently as a class

4A I can sing with expression (i.e.
timbre, tempo, dynamics)
4B I can sing in tune
4C I can show an awareness of
pulse, control and rhythm
(recognising simple structures)
4D I can begin to identify phrases
though breathing in appropriate
places.
4E I can sing confidently as a
small group

5A I can sing with increasing
control of my breathing and
posture
5B I can sing in tune as part of a
small group
5C I can comment on the pulse,
control and rhythm in a song.
5D I can identify phrases through
breathing in appropriate places.
5E I can sing confidently with a
partner
5F I begin to sing in a round in
two parts.

6A I can sing with increasing
control of my sound
projection and rehearse with
others.
6B I can sing in tune with an
awareness of other parts and
begin to show awareness of
improvisation with the voice.
6C I can evaluate the use of
pulses and rhythms within a
song.
6D I can identify where I need to
breathe by finding the
different melodic phrases.
6E I can sing confidently with a
partner or alone.
6F I can sing in a round in two
parts, noting where the
melodic phrases fit together.

Singing with control
KEY VOCABULARY
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

Tempo
Pitch
Dynamics
Structure
Pulse
Control

Tempo
Pitch
Dynamics
Structure
Pulse
Control
Timbre

Tempo
Pitch
Dynamics
Timbre
Pulse
Projection
Posture
Control
Melodic phrase
Round

Tempo
Pitch
Dynamics
Timbre
Pulse
Projection
Posture
Control
Melodic phrase
Improvisation
Round

Listening, memory and movement
Skills
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

3A Identify melodic phrases and
play them (humming,
clapping) by ear.
3B Create a sequence of
movements in response to a
sound
3C Identify whether a song is
happy or sad.
3D Begin to identify features of
a short piece of music
(tempo, pitch, dynamics,
instruments used)
3E With support, begin to identify
the introduction, interlude
and ending to a song

4A Identify melodic phrases and
place them back, by ear,
confidently.
4B As a group create a sequence
of movements in response to
a singular sound.
4C Identify and explain why a
song is ‘happy’ or ‘sad’
3D Listen to a short piece of music
and identify musical features
(tempo, pitch, dynamics,
instruments used)
4E Begin to identify the
introduction, interlude and
ending to a song
independently

5A Create melodic phrases, play
your own and play others
back on percussion
instruments by ear.
5B Begin to create a dance that
reflects a musical piece
5C Identify varying moods across
a singular piece of music.
5D Begin to identify features of a
longer piece of music (tempo,
pitch, dynamics, instruments
used)
5E Identify the structure of a song
throughout a piece of music
including and repetitions.

6A Create, evaluate and play (on
instruments) our own
melodic phrases and those of
others
6B Create a dance that reflects a
musical piece
6C Identify and compare varying
moods across a singular piece
and multiple pieces of music.
6D Listen to a longer piece of
music and identify musical
features (tempo, pitch,
dynamics, instruments used)
6E Identify and analyze the
structure of a song throughout
a piece of music including and
repetitions.

Listening, Memory and movement
KEY VOCABULARY
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

Melodic phrase
Mood
Texture
Structure
Expression
Introduction
Interlude
Ending

Melodic phrase
Mood
Texture
Structure
Expression
Introduction
Interlude
Ending
Pitch
Dynamics

Melodic phrase
Mood
Texture
Structure
Expression
Introduction
Interlude
Ending
Pitch
Dynamics

Melodic phrase
Mood
Texture
Structure
Expression
Introduction
Interlude
Ending
Pitch
Dynamics

controlling pulse and rhythm
Skills
YEAR 3
3A I can recognise rhythmic
patterns and copy there.
3B I can perform a repeated
pattern to a steady pulse
3C I can explain whether a
rhythmic piece, as a whole, is
fast or slow.

YEAR 4
4A
4B

4C

I can identify, create and
recall rhythmic and melodic
patterns.
I can identify repeated
patterns used in a variety of
music and perform these to
a steady beat
I can identify different
tempos across a piece of
music, explaining when it is
fast or slow

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

5A I can begin to recall rhythmic
and melodic patterns,
changing to tempo as
directed by the teacher.
5B I can identify rhythmic
patterns, improvise from
these and perform to a
steady beat
5C I can identify different
tempos across a piece of
music and begin to explain
the effect of this (mood)
5D I can begin to perform and
independent part in a piece
of music keeping a steady
beat
5E I can play alongside a
partner, keeping in time
with each other.

6A Play the same rhythmic
patterns, at different tempos
confidently and in time with
a small group
6B I can perform an
independent repeated
pattern part keeping to a
steady beat, alongside others.
6C I can identify different
tempos across a piece of
music and explain the effect
of this (mood)
6D I can play an independent
part keeping to a steady
beat.
6E Play alongside a small group,
keeping in time with each
other.

Controlling pulse and rhythm
KEY VOCABULARY
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

Slow
Fast
Pulse
Tempo
Pattern
Rhythms
Steady beat
Perform

Pulse
Tempo
Pattern
Rhythms
Steady beat
Perform
Effect
Perform

Pulse
Tempo
Pattern
Rhythms
Steady beat
Perform
Effect
Perform

Pulse
Tempo
Pattern
Rhythms
Steady beat
Perform
Effect
Perform

Exploring sounds, melody and accompaniment
OBJECTIVES
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

3A Identify ways sounds are used
to accompany a song.
3B Comment on how sounds are
used to create different moods.
3C Explore and perform different
types of accompaniment.

4A Identify different instruments
that accompany a song
4B Analyse how sounds are used
to create different moods.
4C Explore and play different
melodic patterns.
4D Explore different combinations
of sounds and pitches

Consolidation of year 3&4 skills +
composition and control of
instruments.

Consolidation of year 3&4 skills +
composition and control of
instruments.

KEY VOCABULARY
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

Melody
Explore
Perform
Create
Compose
Melodic pattern

Melody
Explore
Perform
Create
Compose
Melodic pattern

Melody
Explore
Perform
Create
Compose
Melodic pattern

Melody
Explore
Perform
Create
Compose
Melodic pattern

Control of instruments
OBJECTIVES
YEAR 3
3A Identify melodic phrases and
play them by ear.
3B Select instruments to describe
visual images.

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

4A Select and play a suitable
instruments for a given
melodic phrase/mood/visual
image

5A Identify and control percussion
instruments in different ways,
creating different sounds.
5B Play accompaniments with
control and accuracy.

YEAR 6
6A Create different effects using
combinations of instruments
and pitched sounds.
6B Use ICT to change and
manipulate sounds.

KEY VOCABULARY
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

Melodic phrases
Instruments
Woodwind
Percussion
Strings
Brass
Pitch
Tempo

Melodic phrases
Instruments
Woodwind
Percussion
Strings
Brass
Pitch
Tempo

Melodic phrases
Instruments
Woodwind
Percussion
Strings
Brass
Pitch
Tempo

Melodic phrases
Instruments
Woodwind
Percussion
Strings
Brass
Pitch
Tempo

composition
SHAPE AND GEOMETRY
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

3A Create music which describes
contrasting emotions
3B Create textures by combining
sounds in different ways.
3C Copy and improvise on simple
tunes.
3D Compose a short rhythm in
pairs and make improvements to
their own work.

4A Create a descriptive piece of
music in pairs or small groups
4B Create an accompaniment to
a known song.
4C Compose a piece of music (30
seconds) in pairs and make
improvements.

5A As a class, begin to, explore,
select, combine and exploit a
range of different sounds to
create a soundscape.
5B Write lyrics to a known song.

YEAR 6
6A Compose music in pairs using
a range of stimuli and developing
their musical ideas into a
soundscape.
6B Compose a short song to own
lyrics based on everyday phrases

KEY VOCABULARY
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

Compose
Texture
Pitch
Tempo
Timbre

Compose
Texture
Pitch
Tempo
Timbre

Compose
Texture
Pitch
Tempo
Timbre

Compose
Texture
Pitch
Tempo
Timbre

reading and writing notation
Skills
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

3A Perform long and short sounds
in a response to symbols.
3B Create long and short sounds
on instruments.
3C Play and sing phrases from dot
notation, with support
3D Create their own phrase and
with support write this down.

4A Perform long and short sounds
in a response to symbols
(beginning sight reading)
4B Play the above rhythms on an
instrument.
4C Play and sing phrases from
dot notation
4D Make their own phrases and
record this with dot notation

5A Refer to short and longs
sounds as crochets and
minimums, (1,2 and 4 beat)
5B Create, read and perform long
and short sounds in response
to symbols
5C Play a partners composition
on an instrument.
5D Record their own phrases, in
4/4 timings, using notation
5E Use correct notations of
crochets and minimums.

6A Refer to short and longs
sounds as crochets and
minimums, (1,2,3,4 and half
beat) using the correct
notations
6B Create, read, perform and
evaluate long and short
sounds in response to symbols
6C Play and evaluate a partners
composition on an instrument
6D Record their own phrases, in
4/4 and 3/4 timings, using
notation
6E Evaluate and improves own
notation/phrases.

KEY VOCABULARY
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

Long sounds
Short sounds
Dot notation

Long sounds
Short sounds
Dot notation

Long sounds
Short sounds
Dot notation
Semi breve (4)
Minim (2)
Crochet (1)
Dotted minim (3)
Quaver (1/2) n
Semi quaver (1/8)

Long sounds
Short sounds
Dot notation
Semi breve (4)
Minim (2)
Crochet (1)
Dotted minim (3)
Quaver (1/2) n
Semi quaver (1/8)

Performance
OBJECTIVES
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

3A Perform a singular part
alongside the class.
3B Perform different types of
music, exploring the way different
songs are a different resource.

4A Perform with an awareness of
parts
4B Perform a variety of different
pieces with growing
expression.

5A Begin to perform a variety of
parts selecting the most
effective part for you.
5B Perform a variety of different
pieces with an awareness of
audience.

6A Perform a variety of parts
selecting the most effective part
for you, with reasoning.
6B Perform a variety of different
pieces effectively, with awareness
of audience, venue and occasion,

KEY VOCABULARY
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

Parts
Performance
Resources.

Parts
Performance

Audience
Parts
Occasion
Performance

Audience
Venue
Occasion
Effectiveness
Performance
Projection

Evaluating and Appraising
Skills
YEAR 3
3A Reflect how music can reflect
different moods.

YEAR 4
4A Recognise how music can
reflect different intentions and
moods.

YEAR 5
5A Begin to improve their own
work through analysis and
evaluations, comparing their
music to other composers.

YEAR 6
6A Improve their own work
through analysis and
evaluations, comparing
their music to other
composers.
6B comment on the effectiveness
of pieces already composed.

KEY VOCABULARY
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

Reflect
Recognise
Evaluate
Improve

Reflect
Recognise
Evaluate
Improve

Evaluate
Analyses
Improve

Evaluate
Analyses
Improve

Kilburn Junior School

Domain Taxonomies
DEEPER
LEARNING1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

SURFACE 6.
LEARNING

COGNITIVE

AFFECTIVE

PSYCHOMOTOR

Synthesising – creating new material, 1.
putting together distinct ideas to create a
coherent whole
Evaluating – presenting and defending2.
opinions about information, criticality
Analysing – examining and breaking
down information into component parts
and identifying relationships between
3.
those parts
Applying – using acquired knowledge
in a new situation
Understanding – comprehension may 4.
be demonstrated by describing,
5.
organising or interpreting
Remembering – key information is
memorised

Characterising – 1.
abstract knowledge is
built
2.
Organising –
different pieces of
3.
learning can be
structured and linked4.
within a schema
Valuing – value is
assigned to a piece of5.
learning
Responding – active6.
participation
7.
Receiving – passively
paying attention

Origination – new movement patterns can
be created in response to complex situation
Adaptation – learned responses can be
modified for different situations
Complex overt response – skilful
performance of complex motor patterns
Mechanism – the action has become
habitual and can be performed with some
confidence and accuracy
Guided response – imitation, trial and
error, practice is needed
Set – readiness to act
Perception – the use of sensory cues to
guide motor activity

Taxonomy VERBS
COGNITIVE

AFFECTIVE

Synthesising – Categorizes, Combines,
Compiles, Composes, Creates, Devises, Designs,
Explains, Generates, Modifies, Organizes, Plans,
Rearranges, Reconstructs, Relates, Reorganizes,
Revises, Rewrites, Summarizes, Tells, Writes
Evaluating – Appraises, Compares,
Concludes, Contrasts, criticizes, critiques,
defends, describes, discriminates, evaluates,
explains, interprets, justifies, relates, summarizes,
supports
6.
Analysing – Analyzes, Breaks Down,
Compares, Contrasts, Diagrams, Deconstructs,
Differentiates, Discriminates, Distinguishes,
Identifies, Illustrates, Infers, Outlines, Relates,
Selects, Separates
7.
8.
1.

Applying – Applies, Changes, Computes,
Constructs, Demonstrates, Discovers,
Manipulates, Modifies, Operates, Predicts,
Prepares, Produces, Relates, Shows, Solves, Uses
Understanding – Comprehends, Converts,
Defends, Distinguishes, Estimates, Explains,
Extends, Generalizes, Gives an Example, Infers,
Interprets, Paraphrases, Predicts, Rewrites,
Summarizes, Translates

1.

Remembering – Defines, Describes, Identifies,
Knows, Labels, Lists, Matches, Names, Outlines,
Recalls, Recognizes, Reproduces, Selects, States

Characterising – Act, Discriminate, Display,
Influence, Internalize, Listen, Modify, Perform,
Practice, Propose, Qualify, Question, Revise,
Serve, Solve, Use, Verify
Organising – Adhere, Alter, Arrange, Codify,
Combine, Compare, Defend, Discriminate,
Display, Explain, Generalize, Identify, Integrate,
Modify, Order, Organize, Prepare, Relate,
Systemize, Weigh
Valuing – Accept, Complete, Defend,
Describe, Devote, Differentiate, Explain, Follow,
Form, Initiate, Invite, Join, Justify, Propose,
Puruse, Read, Report, Seek, Select, Share,
Study, Work
Responding – Answer, Assist, Complete,
Comply, Conform, Cooperate, Discuss, Examine,
Greet, Help, Label, Obey, Perform, Practice,
Present, Read, Recite, Report, Respond, Select,
Tell, Write
Receiving – Accept, Ask, Attend, Choose,
Describe, Develop, Follow, Give, Hold, Identify,
Locate, Name, Point to, Recognize, Select, Sit
Erect, Reply, Use

PSYCHOMOTOR
Origination – Arranges, Builds, Combines,
Composes, Constructs, Creates, Designs, Initiate,
Makes, Originates.
Adaptation – Adapts, Alters, Changes,
Rearranges, Reorganizes, Revises, Varies
Complex overt response – NOTE: The Key
Words are the same as Mechanism, but will
have adverbs or adjectives that indicate that
the performance is quicker, better, more
accurate, etc.
Mechanism – Assembles, Calibrates,
Constructs, Dismantles, Displays, Fastens, Fixes,
Grinds, Heats, Manipulates, Measures, Mends,
Mixes, Organizes, Sketches
Guided response – Copies, Traces, Follows,
React, Reproduce, Responds
Set – Begins, Displays, Explains, Moves,
Proceeds, Reacts, Shows, States, Volunteers
Perception – Chooses, Describes, Detects,
Differentiates, Distinguishes, Identifies, Isolates,
Relates, Selects

NOTES

